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Making good lasts is the secret to good molded shoes, boots and sandals. It takes quality artisanship and 

craftsmanship to do good work and to achieve good results! 

The following pictures are what I consider to be the best of the molded shoe, boot and sandal styles. 
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“Days pass and the years vanish and we walk sightless among miracles. Lord, fill                                                    

our eyes with seeing and our minds with knowing. Let there be moments when                                                                 

your Presence, like lightning, illumines the darkness in which we walk. Help us                                                               

to see, wherever we gaze, that the bush burns, unconsumed. And we, clay                                                                      

touched by God, will reach out for holiness and exclaim in wonder, “How filled                                                                

with awe is this place and we did not know it.”” 

Terry Hershey, “The Power of Pause” 

“I am grateful, Heavenly Father,                                                                                                            

for Thou hast raised me to an eternal height                                                                                       

and I walk in the wonders of nature. 

“Thou gavest me guidance to reach Thine eternal company                                                                    

from the depths of the earth, 

“Thou hast purified my body                                                                                                                

to join the multitude of the angels of the earth                                                                                       

and my spirit to reach                                                                                                                           

the congregations of the heavenly angels. 

“Thou gavest man eternity                                                                                                                      

to praise at dawn and dusk                                                                                                               

Thy works and wonders                                                                                                                  

in joyful song.” 

 

From the “Thanksgiving Psalms”                                                                                                                

of the Dead Sea Scrolls                                                                                                                            

VI (iii, 19-36) 
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Nature! We are surrounded by her, embraced by her —              

impossible to release ourselves from her and impossible                      

to enter more deeply into her. . . .  She creates ever                             

new forms; what exists has never existed before; What has 

existed returns not again, everything is new and                            

yet always old. We live in her midst and yet we are                    

strangers to her. She speaks constantly with us but                         

betrays not her secret to us. We are continually at                            

work upon her, yet have no power over her. . . . She                      

is forever building, forever demolishing, and her work-                     

shop is not to be found. . . . She is the sole artist. . . .                                

 

GOETHE 

Your Father is the Cosmos.                                           

Your Mother is Nature.                                                                           

Your brothers are your fellowmen.                               

Live in harmony with the laws and forces of the      

Universe, Nature and of your own being.                               

Preserve thyself.                                                                 

Learn the natural and cosmic laws.                                       

Live in peace with yourself, with humanity, with Nature 

and the Universe.                                                              

Live in creative love with and for your fellowmen that 

they may live for thee. 

 

BANUS 

Peace Be with You 
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We believe that our most precious possession is life. 

We believe we shall mobilize all the forces of Life against the                                                                    

forces of death. 

We believe that mutual understanding leads toward mutual                                                                  

cooperation; that mutual cooperation leads toward Peace; and                                                          

that Peace is the only way of survival for mankind. 

We believe that we shall preserve instead of waste our natural                                                          

resources, which are the heritage of our children. 

We believe that we shall avoid the pollution of our air, water,                                                             

and soil, the basic preconditions of Life. 

We believe that we shall preserve the vegetation of our planet; the                                                          

humble grass which came fifty million years ago, and the majestic                                                        

trees which came twenty million years ago, to prepare our planet                                                           

for mankind. 

We believe we shall eat only fresh, natural, pure, whole foods,                                                               

without chemicals and artificial processing. 

We believe we shall live a simple, natural, creative life, absorbing                                                         

all the sources of energy, harmony and knowledge, in and                                                                  

around us. 

We believe that the improvement of life and mankind on our                                                                 

planet must start with individual efforts, as the whole depends                                                             

on the atoms composing it. 

We believe in the Fatherhood of God, the motherhood of Nature,                                                          

and the Brotherhood of Man. 

 

                          — composed in Paris in 1928 by Romain Rolland                                                                                      

     and Edmond Bordeaux Szekely 
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We forget that we are just as important as every other person in history.  

How we live our life today is our legacy to the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whatever you philosophy, religion or faith is doesn’t matter to me. We are all equal and have equal rights and 

responsibilities to life on earth. 

This picture is beautiful! 

The Universe is bigger than any of us. 

 

May we all let the Angelic Light of  

Caring, Sharing and Thankfulness shine forever.  

 

If music be an inspiration for life, 

play on. 

                                                                                Classical Guitar and Violin 


